Abstract-It was found that market demand was the critical factor for the uncertainty of virtual enterprise by the summarizing of the form of virtual enterprise(VE) supply chain and the analyzing of the uncertainty of the virtual enterprise supply chain. The market demand forecasting model based on Markov chain was established, aiming at the uncertainty of market demand. And it was used into the practical example to prove the feasibility of the mathematical model.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual enterprise supply chain is a dynamic supply chain formed by the enterprise partners based on technical support and service provider with special information service center. Production manufacturing mode of JIT (Just In Time) should be integrated into the virtual enterprise supply chain management [1] [2] . JIT is an advanced manufacturing mode improved the production efficiency, which refers to the order as a driver, via spectaculars, using pull the supply, production, sales closely together, greatly reduced the material reserves, cost of inventory and in products.
Virtual enterprises is facing a rapidly changing market, as a result uncertainty affecting the operation of virtual enterprise moment by moment [3] [4] . Thus the key problems of the virtual enterprise supply chain modeling and optimization is to overcome the interference of uncertainty on the virtual enterprise supply chain. However, the uncertainty faced by virtual enterprise largely depends on the uncertainty of market demand. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a reliable, accurate market prediction model.
II. UNCERTAINTY AND COMPOSING FORM OF VE SUPPLY CHAIN

A. Uncertainty of Virtual Enterprise Supply Chain
Uncertainty [5] refers that the research subjects are lack of the determined nature. The research subjects may have a certain regularity, truthfulness and completeness, but at the same time is not sure. The uncertainty in supply chain is the uncertainty that existing in the supply chain system, effecting on the performance of the supply chain directly, controllable and administrable. The uncertainty of virtual enterprise supply chain derived from the followed two aspects mainly: the uncertainty of customer demand and the uncertainty of supply chain members [6] .
B. Composing Form of Virtual Enterprise Supply Chain
The virtual enterprise supply chain is composed through the core enterprise as the core, so it doesn't exist the mushy supply chain form mesh without core enterprise. According to the construction, the supply chain can be divided into three types including star type, chain type and hybrid type [7] [8] . Their structure figures are shown as figure 1-3. 
A. Market demand forecast method
Market forecast is the key areas of marketing research, the current prediction method are many, twenty or thirty kinds of the traditional prediction methods can be roughly classified into three kinds [9] : judgment method, also called qualitative prediction method; time series analysis method, also called history extension method; causal analysis, also called a correlation analysis. The comparison of various prediction methods was such as shown in table Ⅰ. [10] There were much such phenomena in the reality world: A particular system was in the condition that it had been known, it was only related to now that the condition of the future moment of the system was, but it had not direct relationship to the past history. This was math model which can describe the kind of stochastic phenomena called Markov model.
was a stochastic sequence, state space E was limited or countable set, for any positive integer ,if , if satisfied:
was called a Markov chain, actually, it could be proved that if equation (1) was set up for 1  m , then it would be set up for m which was a positive integers. So, if only , equation (1) was set up, then it would be said that the stochastic sequence { ,
was a Markov chain.
Definition 2 [10] (1) had no relationship to the , then:
was called Time Markov chains. Then ( ) ij P m was transfer probability that system state i was via m intervals (or m steps) changing the state to j. It meat that: the transfer probability which the system was from state i to the state of j only relied on the length of the time intervals rather than the moment of the start. For all, , ( )
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X m T was homogenous Markov chain, then:
When the practical problem could be described by Markov chain, the first thing is to ensure its space state and the lumped parameter and then ensure its one step transfer probability. To make sure the probability it could be found in the problem inherent law, the past experience and the observation data.
 Markov chain forecast model [11] As Markov process is a random process, it could be described the system transfer possibility which was from one state to another.
1) The probability vector. All the vectors were line vector in the model. As the variate had directivity in the Markov chain, meanwhile it was random that the vector changes, so it was needed to be described by probability [11] . If 0 P was probability vector, And the general formula of the probability vector is: 0
2) The probability matrix. The matrix was composed by probability vector. One matrix satisfied the conditions of the probability matrix: All the elements would be equal and greater than 0; All the elements summed up in each line are equal to 1; The numbers of the rows and lines are equal.
3) The transfer matrix. Probability matrix could be used some related transfer state, and called the probability matrix was transfer matrix. Its significance lies in the things in the process of Markov chain from one state into another state transition. If the transfer state matrix could be expressed transfer state P, The P is for transition probability matrix can be expressed as:
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Then took it into the general predicted expression, it can be found from the Markov prediction mathematical model:
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLE ANALYSIS Xiaomi Tech (full name is Beijing millet technology co., LTD) is a typically virtual enterprise. Its parts were supplied by foxconn which provided goods for the Iphone, Motorola brand. And mobile phones were produced by Yingda foundry. Mobile phone operating system adopted the MIUI operating system which was independently researched and developed by millet company ,and mobile phones were sold through ecommerce platforms such as Vancl, Letao etc.
According to the market demand of millet company smart phone, the paper applied the prediction model that was mentioned above to predict and test the model. The sales of Millet mobile phone in some district of Beijing was shown in table Ⅱ during October 2011 to February 2012, total 16 weeks. ,the sales belonged to a good situation, directed by 3.
When 600  Q ,the sales belonged to an excellent situation, directed by 4.
According to the sales situation of Millet company in the 16th week, it was viable to predict the sales situation in the 17th week. It could be seen that the randomness is great from the sales table above. Due to the effect of product quality and managerial and administrative expertise, there would be many random factors. So it was appropriate to use the Markov chain to predict the problem.
 Calculate the initial probability i P When belonged to statuses"1", points . The state values of the 16th week was "3",after a transfer, the probability of four states were 0.1316, 0.3070, 0.3509, 0.2105. Because the maximum probability was ,it could be predicted that the amount of the sales in the 17th week would be in the range of 45 . In fact the amount of the sales of millet company was 520 in the 17th week and it was in the predicted scope. So it could be proved the model had higher prediction accuracy and some practical value. 
